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One&Only Cape Town *
DESTINATIONS & RESORTS





LOCATION

Africa › South Africa › Cape Town › Waterfront

TYPE

Hotels

LOCATION DETAILS

Framed by the towering natural wonder of Table Mountain, One&Only Cape Town is a tranquil enclave surrounded by mesmerizing
waterways and a traditional harbor, moments from the vibrant Victoria & Alfred Waterfront.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Nestled within a natural amphitheatre shaped by the vertical cli�s of Devil's Peak and Lion's Head sits Cape Town in all of its coastal
glory. Here, commanding an enviable spot in the city's fashionable Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, is One&Only Cape Town, overlooking
the marina with panoramic views of Table Mountain.
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Specials

Luxurious Cape Town: from $3173 | Seven nights | Five nights in a Marina harbor view guestroom |
complimentary night | Private Walk to Freedom Excursion | Private Whales & Wine Experience | Two nights at
Kapama Private Game Reserve | Kruger National Park Safari: multiple open-air vehicle adventures, entrance
fees, meals and transfers | private transfers | Platinum VIP Arrival Service, Travel Dates: November 14, 2022 -
December 15, 2023
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Room Details

Generous rooms o�er ample space to relax in our captivating Cape Town resort. Your private balcony reveals breathtaking views
of Table Mountain, our magnificent Marina, or both.

Suite Details

Reconnect with family and friends in Cape Townʼs largest suites, the perfect base from which to explore this vibrant city. All suites
have spacious terraces o�ering mesmerizing views.
Table Mountain Suites | Legendary. Awe-inspiring. Idyllic. One&Only's unrivaled Table Mountain Suite treats you to remarkable
vistas of Cape Townʼs majestic icon, a mesmerizing view from your peaceful terrace in Marina Rise. Both grandly spacious and
delightfully intimate, exclusive suite ensure your complete comfort, whether you choose to unwind in privacy or entertain friends
and family. With every detail attended to by your around-the-clock personal butler, this exquisitely oversized suite can play host
to special dinners, meetings and other private events.

Restaurants

Nobu | Be captivated by the cosmopolitan buzz of Nobu, where youʼll delight in the world-famous fusion of Japanese and
Peruvian cuisine invented by Michelin-starred master chef, Nobuyuki Matsuhisa. With stunning views of iconic Table Mountain,
our Cape Town fine dining restaurant and chic bar comes alive with innovative dishes, intriguing cocktails, sparkling conversation
and chilled-out tunes.
Vista Bar and Lounge | The stylish heart of the resort, Vista Bar and Loungeʼs eclectic drinks, live entertainment and unfettered
mountain views are renowned in Cape Town. Indulge in a�ernoon tea, and by night, let our expert mixologists personalize your
cocktail. Table Mountain forms an irresistible backdrop to your cosmopolitan evening out, as Vista Bar buzzes with a
sophisticated crowd.
Isola | Ultra-cool Isola takes chill-out sessions to the next level with its irresistible fusion of indigo infinity pool, relaxed vibes and
delectable fresh summer menu. Stretch out in your sun-lounger or beneath private, poolside cabanas, order your favorite tropical
cocktail and while away the day at your own pace.
Wine Studio | With almost 700 references, One&Only Cape Town features one of the most balanced and diverse wine collections
on the continent. The Wine Studio is a sleek and sophisticated space showcasing a sampling of the resortʼs impressive o�ering
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and is where guests can enjoy sensational wine journeys such as the Sip&Savor and South African Wine Blending experiences.
The Wine Studio is also ideal as a private dining room for special events, on request.
Private Dining | Anything is possible when you co-create with One&Only Cape Town's private dining team. Under their expert
eye, your dream dining experience will be seamlessly fulfilled to your exact vision. Whether you desire an unforgettable, intimate
dinner for two framed by the majestic Table Mountain, a relaxed braai – the traditional South African Barbeque – with friends and
family by the water, or an in-suite breakfast extravaganza, weʼll make it happen.

Recreation

With a sparkling infinity pool and Cape Townʼs most stylish private cabanas, this urban oasis with its lagoon-style pool is
designed for lounging. For something a little more high-energy, try stand-up paddle boarding in our private waterways and
exclusive Marina.

Beach

Youʼll find Cape Townʼs famous beaches a short distance from the resort. Just eight kilometres away, Cli�on is the closest, with
trendy Camps Bay and beautiful Llandudno nearby. Take your time and discover the unspoiled charms of Llandudno; dip your
toes into the Atlantic Ocean at Cli�on; or join the cityʼs cool crowd for sunbathing, followed by lunch and cocktails in Camps Bay.

Spa

Immerse yourself in an extraordinary Spa Island, surrounded by private waterways. Choose from personalized spa journeys,
under the expert care of our hand-picked ESPA therapists. Be pampered with restorative mind, body and soul experiences in the
One&Only Spa, secluded in greenery and private waterways. Unwind, restore and elevate with face and body treatments
dedicated to your wellbeing. Local beauty rituals target your needs, from luxury facials and peels, to scrubs, wraps, and full body
massages.

Fitness

Enjoy fitness activities for total mind-body wellbeing.

Land price is per person based on double occupancy (unless noted) for select travel dates shown. Air-inclusive vacations are for gateways noted. Rate quoted
includes government-imposed fees and taxes and any necessary currency exchange rates. Rate is current when priced, at the time you purchase your vacation,
rate may be higher. Rate does not include any applicable daily resort or facility fees (and in Europe, city tourist taxes) payable directly to the resort at check-
out; such fees will be advised at the time of booking. Subject to availability and change; certain restrictions and black out dates may apply. Additional airline
restrictions may apply, contact the airline directly with questions.
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